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SUMMARY 
 
Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease that is caused by the bacteria Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis which can affect any part of the body, but most commonly the lungs (pulmonary 
TB). The disease has several forms, of which smear positive pulmonary tuberculosis is the most 
contagious. Smear positive tuberculosis could be diagnosed by the microscopic detection of 
mycobacterium in the sputum of the patient. TB is curable disease, although it still is the 
second most deadly infectious disease globally. People infected with TB bacteria have a 
lifetime risk of falling ill with TB of 10%, however persons with compromised immune 
systems, such as people living with HIV, malnutrition or diabetes, have a much higher risk of 
develop TB. 
 
According to the WHO, Vietnam ranks 12th on the list of 22 high TB burden countries, (the 22 
high TB burden countries which account for approximately 80% of all TB cases in the world). 
It was assumed that the number of new TB cases arising each year would decrease about 11% 
annually if minimum 70% of all cases of new smear-positive TB would be detected and 
minimum 85% of the TB cases would be successfully treated. In 2006, Vietnam was meeting 
these WHO defined targets for almost ten years. However, the notification rate of new smear-
positive tuberculosis showed no decline over these years. This phenomenon may have many 
explanations, including the role of the emerging HIV epidemic (HIV-infected people have 20-
30 times higher risk of TB than those not infected with HIV), rapid industrialization with mass 
migration, the increasing role of the private sector in tuberculosis treatment, and a lower than 
estimated case detection rate. This thesis is about the first nationwide tuberculosis prevalence 
survey which mainly aimed to estimate the true burden of tuberculosis disease in Vietnam.  
 
Chapter 1 presents an overview of the tuberculosis epidemic worldwide and discusses how to 
measure the tuberculosis burden and the roles of tuberculin survey and tuberculosis prevalence 
survey therein. Also, it describes the tuberculosis control program in Vietnam and presents the 
major aim of this thesis: to assess the tuberculosis prevalence in Vietnam. The general 
objectives and outline of the thesis are also presented. 
 
Chapter 2 presents the most important results of the TB prevalence survey. The pulmonary 
tuberculosis prevalence rate was 1.6 times as high as previously estimated in Vietnam. The 
prevalence rate of smear-positive tuberculosis was 197 per 100,000 population (95% 
confidence interval: 150–244) in persons aged  15 years. The tuberculosis prevalence was 5.1 
times as high in men as in women, increased with age, was higher in rural than in urban or 
remote areas, and it was higher in the south than in the north of Vietnam.  
 
Using the data collected for the national TB prevalence survey in Chapter 3 we estimate the 
proportion of TB cases that is treated in the private sector. Also, we describe demographic 
characteristics of TB patients treated in private clinics. We estimated that more than 8% (range: 
7.1-20.3%) of all TB patients is treated in private clinics. Especially in the south (12%) 
relatively many TB patients choose to be treated in private clinics. Young people (15-35 year 
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olds) and women more often choose for treatment in the private sector than older people and 
men (respectively 14% vs 6% and 17% vs 6%). 
Chapter 4 assesses the health care-seeking behaviour for tuberculosis among adults with 
prolonged cough from the data of the nationwide prevalence survey. Nearly half of persons 
with cough for more than 2 weeks had sough care. The commonest first health facility 
contacted was the pharmacy (35%), followed by commune health posts (29%), public hospitals 
(24%) and private physicians (10%). Although, according to the guidelines of the Vietnamese 
NTP, a sputum sample should have been taken of these people, in practice this rarely had 
happened, except in the provincial tuberculosis hospital. Of tuberculosis suspects with 
prolonged productive cough, 3% were diagnosed with tuberculosis; 10% of these reported 
smear and 22% reported X-ray examination when visiting a health care facility. These findings 
indicate that health workers should be trained to improve the diagnosis of TB, especially 
concerning sputum investigation of people coughing for more than 2 weeks. 
  
In the TB prevalence survey we used two screening methods to detect TB suspects: we used a 
questionnaire in which we asked about TB treatment history and cough complaints, and we 
took chest X-rays. The people who reported previous TB treatment in two years recently, who 
said to be coughing for 2 weeks or more with sputum production, or of whom the CXR showed 
abnormalities suggestive for TB, had 3 sputum samples investigated for TB. Chapter 5 
describes which of these two screening methods had the highest relative yield of TB patients. 
The questionnaire yielded 38% of the TB cases, whereas the CXR yielded 91% of the cases. 
Since not all people answered the screening questions and had a CXR, we corrected for missing 
values. We estimated that we missed approximately 10% (95% CI: 6.8 – 14.2%) of the TB 
patients because these participated only in one screening method. We conclude that TB 
prevalence surveys should make use of both screenings methods, and that a screenings 
questionnaire only is not sufficient for the detection of TB. For a good estimation of the 
prevalence of TB, a correction should be made for the effect of partial participation, since both 
the questionnaire as the CXR may miss TB patients. 
 
Poverty is an important risk factor for TB. In our study, the household expenditure was 
estimated using nine indicators. In Chapter 6 we first investigate whether these indicators give 
a valid prediction of the expenditure level of households by making use of a database of the 
Vietnam Living Standard Surveys that contains more data and thus can make a more precise 
estimate of expenditure. We concluded that the nine indicators together indeed yielded a good 
estimate of the expenditure level. The expenditure as estimated in our survey was subsequently 
divided into 5 quintiles (low to high). Compared to the group with the highest household 
expenditure level, we found that TB is 2.5 times more prevalent in the group with the lowest 
expenditure level (95% CI: 1.6 – 3.9). Thus, also in Vietnam poverty is a risk factor for TB. 
 
As explained previously, not all those infected get TB disease. Therefore we distinguish 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (tuberculosis) infection and TB disease. In the tuberculin survey 
we investigated children aged between 6 and 14 years living in the same areas as the adults in 
the TB prevalence survey for TB infection (Chapter 7). A TB infection can be determined with 
a tuberculin skin test (TST). In this test, tuberculin is subcutaneously injected and after 3 days, 
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the reaction is measured. A positive TST is ascertained if a skin reaction of at least 10 mm is 
found. Of the 21,487 children investigated, 16.7% had a positive TST. From this, we calculated 
that annually, 1.7% of the total population is (re)infected with TB (ARTI) (95% CI: 1.5 – 
1.8%). TB infections were more prevalent in urban than in rural and remote areas, and older 
children more often had a positive TST than the youngest children. Children with a (recent) 
case of TB in their household had 1.6 times more often a positive TST than other children (P < 
0.05). 
 
In chapter 8 the main finding are discussed and suggestions for future research are made. We 
conclude that TB is more prevalent in Vietnam and that the programmatic detection of TB 
performs less well than was previously assumed. Though this study was not suitable to explain 
this finding, there are some potential explanations. First, the previous estimates about the TB 
incidence were based on repeated tuberculin surveys. Other research showed that these surveys 
are no longer suitable to estimate the TB incidence. Second, about 10% of the TB patients was 
not treated by the NTP, but elsewhere, and these patients do not end up in the notification rates. 
Moreover, not all TB patients detected in the prevalence survey had the cough complaints that 
qualify them to be screened for TB by sputum examination. It should however be noted that 
part of these patients would certainly be detected at a later point in time if there were no survey 
done. 
Other important findings are that the prevalence of TB was highest in the poorest part of the 
population, and that CXR images are a sensitive screening method for TB that should be part of 
TB prevalence surveys.  
 
Since Vietnam is still highly prevalent in TB, and more prevalent than previously assumed, TB 
control should remain a priority of the Vietnamese Ministry of Health. Our recommendation is 
that a second TB prevalence survey is carried out so that trends in the prevalence of TB can be 
assessed. 
 


